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FOREWORD

In June 1984 the State Board of Education adopted the Oregon Action Plan for
Excellence which established the direction for school improvement in the state over
the next decade. The Action Plan drew upon the insights of teachers, administrators,
school board members and community and business leaders.

A central concept of the Action Plan is that while the state will determine WHAT must
be taught in public schools, the schools will determine HOW it will be taught. This
document is intended to provide the essential information which local districts need to
merge state curriculum expectations with their own local determinations for Health
Education.

All who have joined in the spirit of the Action Plan for Excellence have shared a
commitment to high-quality performance. We are continuing to learn about how to
provide children with the very best in public education, and we welcome your com-
ments and questions. For further information about this guide, contact the specialist
for Health Education, 378-4327.

i

Verne A. Duncan
State Superintendent
of Public Instruction
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It is the policy of the State Board of Education and a priority of the Oregon Department
of Education that there will be no discrimination or harassment on the grounds of
race, color, sex, marital status, religion, national origin, age or handicap in any educa-
tional programs, activities or employment. Persons having questions about equal
opportunity and nondiscrimination should contact the State SLperintendent of Public
Instruction at the Oregon Department of Education.
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S

INTRODUCTION

THE OREGON ACTION PLAN FOR EXCELLENCE

The Action Plan identified seven areas of improvement, one of
which called for a statewide definition of what students should
learn:

The Oregon Department of Education, working with local
school districts and higher education institutions, shall define
the required common curriculum goals for elementary and
secondary schools in terms of the learning skills and knowl-
edge students are expected to possess as a result of their
schooling experience.

Local school districts, with assistance from the Oregon
Department of Education, shall be responsible for organizing
the curriculum and delivering instruction to achieve the com-
mon curriculum goals.

Common Curriculum Goals

The first stage in defining the Common Curriculum Goals was to
develop the Essential Learning Skills the basic skill and per-
formance expectations for all students in the areas of reading,
writing, speaking, listening, mathematics, reasoning and study
skills. The second and present state is to develop Common Knowl-
edge and Skills in individual subject areas. Together with the
Essential Learning Skills, they form the Common Curriculum
Goals for all students.

A. Essential Learning Skills

The Essential Learning Skills are considered basic to all stu-
dents' learning, and all teachers are expected to provide
instruction in these skills. Only to the degree that students
develop these skills and form the habit of using them, can
instruction in subject matter areas be successful. The skills are
not specific to any one discipline but provide a link across all
disciplines. Furthermore, the skills do not grow in isolation

1
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from content; they are strengthened through practice and use
in all subject areas.

B. Common Knowledge and Skills

Looking beyond the Essential Learning Skills, this document
defines more fully what are considered to be the essentials in a
strong Health Education program. Each district will want to
extend and elaborate upon this base in order to create its own
unique, comprehensive Health Education curriculum. Students
should have the opportunity to demonstrate their achievement
in a variety of ways. Equal opportunity to learn and the special
needs of students are primary considerations in determining
acceptable performance levels.

State Standards

The Common Curriculum Goals as presented in this document
receive their authority from the Oregon State Standards for Public
Schools, OAR 581-22-420 and 581-22-425. These rules were
amended by the State Board of Education in January 1986.

PHILOSOPHY/RATIONALE UNDERLYING THIS
CURRICULUM

The 1980s have been a time of educational reform in the nation at
large. There has been a strong and pervasive quest for excellence
and equity in education in general, and Health Education in spe-
cific. The Oregon Action Plan for Excellence established the direc-
tion for school improvement in the state and the Essential
Learning Skills document outlined the common skills across all
program areas for elementary and secondary education. This doc-
ument, HEALTH EDUCATION COMMON CURRICULUM GOALS, 's
written in relationship to the following documents which served as

12



the primary basis for the development of this publication: (I) Essen-
tial Learning Skills; (2) Health Common Know ledges and Skills; (3)
Health Education in Oregon; (4) Promoting Health/ Preventing Dis-
ease-Objectives for the Nation; and (5) Oregon State Plan for Alco-
hol and Drug Abuse Programs.

Health Education In Oregon

Health educated people continue to acquire the knowledge and
skills necessary to assume the major responsibility of directing
their own health behaviors, and reflect greater concern for the
health of others. They realize the potential impact of current health
issues, and are able to identify and responsibly utilize health care
services and resources in the community to improve or maintain
their health.

Health status is dependent on what an individual does every day of
his/her life; therefore, a program emphasizing skill-building activi-
ties which explores both long and short-term behavioral conse-
quences is necessary. As information is constantly changing,
Health Education must build into it the preparatior for tomorrow as
well as for today. An effective pr')gram emphasizes scientific and
effective health concepts, recognizes individual student's personal
values and encourages the use of decision-making skills. Students
will gain and use these skills when sufficient classroom hours are
provided to produce significant attitude changes.

Health Education, addresses a diverse range of topics which focus
on the total parson, integrating the physical, social, emotional and
environmental components of human experiences. All such health
topics can be described as representing risks and benefits to
health. Health education involves a process through which stu-
dents learn to identify, assess and evaluate options leading to the
development of life-long health plans. In this manner, students
learn that a basic set of management skills can be applied to a wide
range of health topics which can affect all aspects of one's well
being. Health Education extends beyond the school to encompass
families and communities in order to support and reinforce class-
room instruction.

2

The community at large is demanding that public agencies, and
particularly schools, respond proactively to a wide variety of
health-related issues facing today's youth. Many school districts
have undertaken the challenge of responding to the immediacy of
the community-identified, high-risk health issues. As a result, top-
ical information regarding these issues is often given in isolation
and with outcome expectations that exceed the program's capac-
ity. To assure success, it is of significant importance to determine
realistic outcomes for concepts prior to introducing them in the
classroom.

Document Organization

In order to provide a curriculum consistent with the philosophy
outlined above, the common curriculum goals for Health Education
have been organized into four content strands. These four content
strands are a synthesis of the traditional health education and the
Health Promotion Objectives for the nation that can Pe addressed
in a school setting.

1.0 Safe Living

2.0 Stressor/Risk-Taking Management

3.0 Physical Fitness

4.0 Nutrition

Self-responsibility, consumer health, and mental health are com-
mon threads running through each of these strands. The material
outlined in each content strand includes both the Essential Learn-
ing Skills deemed appropriate for Health Education instruction and
the Common Knowledge and Skills unique to Health Education. It
is important to remember that the student outcomes appearing in
the columns headed Grade 3, Grade 5, Grade 8 and Grade 11 are
expectancies for students to reach by the end of these grade
levels. An expectancy appearing in the Grade 3 column, for exam-
ple, represents a skill to be achieved as a result of four years of
learning.



Another Oregon Department of Education publication, Comprehen-
sive Curriculum Goals A Model for Local Curriculum Develop-
ment, will suggest developmental stages for each grade. Each
strand focuses on one skill which all other Health Education
learner outcomes address. That skill is numbered, underlined and
set in capital letters. The learning outcomes that directly address
the major skill are underlined and identified with an upper case
letter.

3
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The Essential Learning Skills are identified by citing their original
identification number 'ti.e., ELS 6.4). The learner outcomes related
to that skill are identified by lower case letters.

The dividing lines are intended to group the Health Education Com-
mon Knowledge and Skills with those Essential Learning Skills
which support those learner outcomes.
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Safe Living

The concepts of this strand will assist students to acquire the knowledges and skills
necessary to develop appropriate safe living behaviors.

5
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CONTENT GOAL 1.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate safe living behaviors.

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Students will be able to:

1.1 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT
A PLAN TO CREATE AN
ENVIRONMENT FOR SAFE
LIVING*

Comprehend implied mean-
ings of written, oral and visual
communications ' (ELS 3.1)

"Recognize and secure a safe
environment (e.g., home/
school/play/community)

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented about a
safe environment

"Analyze an environment for
safe living (e.g., home/
school/play/community)

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented about a
safe environment

"Analyze an environment for
safe living (e.g., home/
school/play/community)

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented about a
safe environment

"Evaluate an environment for safe
living (e.g., home/school/play/
community)

bSynthesize information and draw
conclusions about a safe environ-
ment

°Recognize influences which
create a safe environment
(e.g., self, family, peers,
media)

°Recognize influences which
create a safe environment
(e.g., self, family, peers,
media)

'Evaluate influences which °Evaluate influences which affect
affect safe living (e.g., self, safe living (e.g., self, family,
family, peer, media) peer, media)

Identify main Ideas, supporting
details and facts and opinions
presented in written, oral and
visual formats (ELS 2.1)

gist and describe procedures
conducive to safe living (e.g.,
bike, pedestrian, water
safety)

'Locate facts in grade-level mate-
rials concerning safe living prac-
tices

cDemonstrate understanding
of procedures conducive to
safe living (e.g., bike, pedes-
trian, water safety)

'Locate facts in grade-level mate-
rials concerning safe living prac-
tices

bRecall facts and supporting evi-
dence

cDemonstrate understanding
of procedures conducive to
safe living (e.g., bike, pedes-
trian, recreational)

'Distinguish facts from opinions
concerning safe living practices

bRecall both facts, opinions and
related supporting details

cDemonstrate understanding of
procedures conducive to safe
living (e.g., bike, pedestrian, rec-
reational, traffic)

' Distinguish facts from opinions con-
e erning safe living practices

bRecall both facts and opinions and
related supporting details

'The Health Education Knowledge and Skills are in bold and identified with an upper case letter. The lines separate the Common Knowledge andSkills which vertically apply to the above
Health Education Knowledge and Skills. (see narrative)

"Learning outcomes drawn from the ODE Essential Learning Skills document are cross-referenced to that document by citing their original identifying number and using a corresponding
letter in lower-case form in each grade level.

7
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CONTENT GOAL 1.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate safe living behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

°Apply procedures conducive °Apply procedures conducive °Apply procedures conducive °Formulate and apply safe liv-
to safe living to safe living to safe living ing procedures for situations

in which established pro-
cedures do not exist

Formulate and support a posi-
tion using appropriate informa-
tion and sound argument (ELS
6.5)

Reflect upon and improve own
reasoning (ELS 6.6)

(Identify risks related to
unsafe living and their conse-
quences (e.g., substance use/
abuse, seat belts, self-esteem,
personal growth, achieve-
ment, consumer fraud, AIDS/
HIV)

Identify issues related to school
that need clarification (e.g., stu-
dents with AIDS in school)

bldentify where bias influenced a
decision (e.g., to wear seat
belt)

'Analyze risks related to
unsafe living and their conse-
quences (e.g., substance use/
abuse, seat belts, self-esteem,
personal growth, achieve-
ment, consumer fraud, AIDS/
HIV)

'Clarify an issue, using a data
gathering device such as a per-
sonal interview

bState rationale for people having
biases

'Analyze risks related to
unsafe living and their conse-
quences (e.g., substance use/
abuse, seat belts, self-esteem,
personal growth, achieve-
ment, consumer fraud, sexual
behaviors, AIDS/HIV)

'Take a position on an issue based
on written documentation

bExplain personal biases

(Analyze risks related to unsafe
living and their consequences
(e.g. fetal alcohol syndrome,
substance use/abuse, self-
esteem, personal growth,
achievement, consumer fraud,
sexual behaviors, AIDS/HIV)

'Analyze authoritative data to deter-
mine what alternative positions are
possible on a specific issue

bEvaluate when bias, inconsistency or
other weaknesses affect reasoning
(e.g., wearing M motorcycle
helmet)

Identify problems and
approach their solution in an
organized manner (ELS 6.3)

'Evaluate consequences of
risks and make a responsible
decision (e.g., accidents, child
abuse, consumer fraud,
AIDS/HIV)

bldentify alternative solutions to a
simple problem

20

'Evaluate consequences of
risks and make a responsible
decision (e.g., child abuse,
heart disease, consumer
fraud, AIDS/HIV)

bldentify problems, recognize
information necessary to solve
problems, and supply additional
information, if needed

8

'Evaluate consequences of
risks and make a responsible
decision (e.g., cancer, STDs,
teen pregnancy, accidents,
child abuse, consumer fraud,
drunk driving, AIDS/HIV)

bDefine a problem, choose infor-
mation to solve the problem and
supply additional information, if
needed

'Evaluate consequences of risks
and make a responsible decision
(e.g., cancer, STDs, teen preg-
nancy, accidents, child abuse,
drunk driving, consumer fraud,
AIDS/HIV)

bDefine a problem, choose informa-
tion to solve the problem and supply
additional information, if needed

21



CONTENT GOAL 1.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate safe living behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

'Use data from the questioning
process to develop a problem-
solving plan

'Use data from several sources to 'Design and carry out a plan for solv-
develop a problem-solving plan ing an identified problem

Make reasoned evaluations
(ELS 6.4)

GUse appropriate responses in
emergency situations (e.g.,
first aid instruction, handling
body fluids-AIDS/HIV)

'Evaluate whether a treatment is
consistent with known facts

6Use appropriate responses in
emergency situations (e.g.,
first aid instruction, handling
body fluids-AIDS/HIV)

'Determine a strategy for deter-
mining whether a treatment is
correct

GUse appropriate responses in
emergency situations (e.g.,
CPR/standard first aid, han-
dling body fluids-AIDS/HIV)

'Evaluate whether a treatment is
based on evidence or opinion

GUse appropriate responses in
emergency situations (e.g., CPR/
standard first aid, handling body
fluids-AIDS/HIV)

'Critically evaluate arguments or
positions in terms of known facts

Make reasoned evaluations
(ELS 6.4)

Formulate and support a posi-
tion using appropriate informa-
tion and sound argument (ELS
6.5)

"Create and implement plans
for safe living (e.g., personal
health, AIDS/IiIV, nonuse of
tobacco, alcohol and other
drugs)

°List some reasons why a person
would decide to engage in a par-
ticular activity (e.g., wearing
seat belts)

bDefine a position on a safe living
issue using personal criteria

"Create and implement plans
for safe living (e.g., personal
health, AIDS/HIV, nonuse of
tobacco, alcohol and other
drugs)

°State personal criteria for decid-
ing whether to engage a particu-
lar activity (e.g., wearing seat
belts)

bDefend a position on a safe living
issue using interview data as a
basis

"Create and implement plans
for safe living (e.g., personal
health, AIDS/HIV, nonuse of
tobacco, alcohol and other
drugs)

°State societal criteria for decid-
ing whether to engage in a par-
ticular activity (e.g., wearing
seat belts)

bSupport another person's posi-
tion on a safe living issue

"Create, implement and evaluate
plans for safe living (e.g., per-
sonal health, AIDS/HIV, nonuse
of tobacco, alcohol and other
drugs)

°Assess the worth of a safe living plan

bFormulate, support and defend a
position on a safe living issue based
upon data gathered from objective
and authoritative sources

22
9
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CONTENT GOAL 1.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate safe living behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE /SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Use oral communication to
give or receive information and
directions (ELS 2.3)

Use oral communication to
influence others and to
respond to persuasion (ELS 4.2)

Use oral communication to
influence others and to
respond to persuasion (ELS 4.2)

'Assist others to develop plans 'Assist others to develop plans 'Assist others to develop plans 'Assist others to develop plans fc.
for safe living for safe living for safe living safe living

°Share ideas and information °Share ideas and information °Share ideas and information °Share ideas and information orally
orally with others about safe liv- orally with others about safe liv- orally with others about safe liv- with others about safe living
ing ing ing

Express own feelings, knowledge
and be -iiefs about safe living

'Present a persuasive talk

'Express own feelings, knowledge
and beliefs about safe living

'Present a persuasive talk

'Express own feelings, knowledge
and beliefs about safe living

Use verbal persuasion techniques in
a class presentation

Express own feelings, knowledge
and belies about safe living

'Examine career opportunities
related to safety and personal
health behaviors

Practice appropriate and
positive health behaviors to
enhance learning (ELS 7.4)

KExpress the relationships
among safe living, nutrition
behaviors, levels of fitness,
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

bldentify common substances that
can affect mental and physical
performance

KExpress the relationships
among safe living, nutrition
behaviors, levels of fitness,
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

bExplam how substance use can
produce healthful or harmful
effects on mental and physical
performance

KExpress the relationships
among safe living, nutrition
behaviors, levels of fitness,
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

bEvaluate the effects of substance
use on physical and mental per-
formance

"Evaluate the relationships among
safe living, nutrition behaviors,
levels of fitness, and stressot/
risk taking management

bApply information and skills con-
cerning substance use which will
effect physical and mental perform-
ance

10
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Stressor/Risk-Taking Management

The concepts of this strand will assist students to acquire the knowledges and skills
necessary to develop appropriate stessor/risk-taking behaviors.

11
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CONTENT GOAL 2.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate management of
stressor/risk-taking behaviors.

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Students will be able to:

2.1 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT
A PLAN TO MANAGE LIFE-
STYLE STRESSORS AND
RISK-TAKING BEHAVIORS

Select appropriate form of writ-
ing based on audience and
purpose (prewriting and plan-
ning) (ELS 5.3)

Present ideas in understand-
able sequence on the topic
selected (drafting) (I LS 5.4)

Comprehend implied mean-
ings of written, oral and visual
communications concerning
stres3or/risk-taking behaviors
(ELS 3.1)

27

"Identify stressors and the role
perception plays in determin-
ing them as good or bad (e.g.,
peers, family, school, com-
petition, praise, criticism,
self, food, recreational activi-
ties, pressure to use drugs)

'Write in a variety of forms such as
journals, logs, stories, letters,
poems and descriptions

bWrite sentences which connect
related ideas

'Relate new information to pre-
vious knowledge about stressors

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented about
stressor/risk-taking behavior

Aldentify and analyze stressors
end the role perception plays
in determining them as good
or bati (e.g., peers, family,
school, competition, praise
criticism, self, food, recrea-
tional activities, pressure to
use drugs, adolescent growth
spurt, relationships)

'Write in a variety of forms such as
personal essays, journals,
reports, stories, letters, poems
and descriptions

bWrite paragraphs in which all
sentences are related to the topic

'Relate new information to pre-
vious knowledge about stressors

',Draw logical conclusions from
information presented about
stressor /risk- taking behavior

13

"Identify and evaluate
stressors and the role their
perception plays in determin-
ing them as good or bad (e.g.,
peers, family, school, com-
petition, praise, criticism,
self, food, recreational activi-
ties, pressure to use drugs,
ad-!escent growth spurt,
relationships, pressure to
become sexually active)

'Write in a variety of forms such as
personal essays, journals,
reports, stories, letters, poems
descriptions

bWrite paragraphs in which all
sentences are related to the topic

'Relate new inforn on to pre-
vious knowledge about stressors

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented about
stressor /risk- taking behavior

Aldentify and evaluate stressors
and the role their perception
plays in determining them as
good or bad (e.g., peers, family,
school, competition, praise, crit-
icism, self, food, recreational
activities, pressure to use drugs,
adolescent growth spurt, rela-
tionships, pressure to become
sexually active)

'Write in a variety of forms such as
personal essays, journals, reports,
stories, letters and dialogues

bWrite essays in which all paragraphs
are related to the topic

'Relate new information to previous
knowledge about stressors

bSynthesize information and draw
conclusions about stressor/risk-tak-
ing behavior

28



CONTENT GOAL 2.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate management of
stressor/risk-taking behaviors (continued).

[ KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Determine the significance and
accuracy of information and
ideas presented in written, oral,
aural and visual communica-
tions (ELS 4.1)

' Separate real from unreal infor-
mation and ideas

'Identify fiction and nonficton 'Separate between relevant and 'Distinguish between logical and
irrelevant information used to illogical conclusions
draw conclusions

Practice appropriate and
positive health behaviors to
enhance learning (ELS 7.4;

Clarify purpose., of assignment
(ELS 7.1)

Comprehend implied mean-
ings of written, oral and visual
communications (ELS 3.1)

°Identify physical and emo-
i'onal effects of stressors on
self (e.g., excitement, pride,
fear, embarrassment, illness,
self-concept, child abuse,
tobacco use)

cIdentify common stressful situa-
tions

'Determine general purpose of
assignment and ask clarification
questions if necessary

°Describe effects of physical
and emotional stressors or
self (e.g., excitement, pride,
achievement, fear, embar-
rassment, illness, HIV,
depression, attempted sui-
cide, child abuse, substance
use/abuse, self-concept)

cExplain how stressful situations
can affect physical and mental
performance

'Determine general purpose of
assignment and ask clarification
questions if necessary

dlnfer direct cause and effect rela-
tionships

'Make inferences and draw con-
clusions based on perception of
implied meaning

°Predict short- and long-term
physical and emotional
effects of stressors on self and
others (e.g., excitement,
pride, fear, embarrassment,
illness, HIV, depression,
attempted suicide, substance
use/abuse, child abuse, teen
pregnancy, relationships,
family, self-concept)

cEvaluate impact of stress or
stressful situations on individual
lifestyle

'Determine general purpose of
assignment and ask clarification
questions if necessary

dRecognize direct and indirect
cause and effect relationships

'Make inferences and draw con-
clusions based on perception of
implied meaning

°Predict short- and long-term
physical and emotional effects of
stressors on self and others (e.g.,
excitement, pride, fear, embar-
rassment, illness, HIV, depres-
sion, attempted su;ride, sub-
stance use/abuse, child abuse,
teen pregnancy, relationships,
family, self-concept)

cImplement a personal plan to mini-
mize the negative effects of stress
which will enhance physical and
mental performance

'Determine general purpose of
assignment and ask clarification
questions if necessary

dlnfer direct and indirect cause and
effect relationships

'Make inferences and draw conclu-
sions based on perception of
implied meaning

14
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CONTENT GOAL 2.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate management of
stressor/risk-taking behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Make reasoned evaluations
(ELS 6.4)

Recognize, construct and draw
inferences concerning rela-
tionships among things and
ideas (ELS 6.1)

cldentify and use stressor/risk
management skills and tech-
niques (e.g., deep breathing,
refusal, physical activity,
humor, recreational activi-
ties, goal and priority setting,
development of personal con-
tracts, support groups, proper
nutrition)

°List some reasons why a person
would decide to engage in a par-
ticular activity

'Identify stressor/risk manab..
ment skills which help deal with
stress

cldentify and use stressor risk
management skills and tech-
niques (e.g., deep breathing,
refusal, physical activity,
humor, recreational activi-
ties, goal and priority setting,
time management, develop-
ment of personal contracts,
support groups, proper nutri-
tion)

°State personal criteria for decid-
ing whether to engage in a par-
ticular activity

'Classify stressors and identify
activities according to their abil-
ity to deal with that stressor (e.g
home, work, school, peer)

cDevelop and implement a
personal plan for stress r/
risk management (e.g., deep
breathing, refusal, physical
activity, humor, recreational
activities, goal and priority
setting, development of per-
sonal contracts, support
groups, proper nutrition, per-
sonal relationships)

°State societal criteria for decid-
ing whether to engage in a par-
ticular activity

'Classify stressors and identify
activities according to their abil-
ity to deal with that stressor (e.g,
home, work, school, peer)

cDevelop and implement a per-
sonal plan for stressor/risk man-
agement (e.g., deep breathing,
refusal, physical activity, humor,
recreational activities, goal and
priority setting, development of
personal contracts, support
groups, proper nutrition, family
planning)

°Assess the worth of a given course of
action or policy

'Classify stressors and identify activi-
ties according to their ability to deal
with that stressor (e.g, home,
work, school, peer)

°Examine effects of personal °Examine effects of personal
stress on others stress on others

Use oral communication to dShare ideas and information
give or receive information and orally with others
directions (ELS 2.3)

dShare ideas and information
orally with others

°Examine the influence of per-
sonal stressor/risk manage-
ment plan on others

dShare ideas and information
orally with others

°Evaluate the influence of per-
sonal stressor/risk management
plan on others

dShare ideas and information orally
with others
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CONTENT GOAL 2.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate management of
stressor/risk-taking behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Generate and test interpreta-
tions, explanations, predictions
and hypotheses (ELS 6.2)

Identify problems and
approach their solution in an
organized manner (ELS 6.3)

'Assess effectiveness of per-
sonal stressor/risk manage-
ment skills and techniques

bPredict what influence different
factors will have on the level of
personal stress (e.g. physical
health, time of day, environ-
ment)

'Follow directions to conduct an
experiment and identify the
hypothesis used

-Share successful and unsuc-
cessful problem-solving strat-
egies

(Engage in cooperative problem
solving and compare alternative
solution strategies

'Use formative (in process) data to
modify or confirm a problem-
solving plan

'Assess and modify, if needed,
the effectiveness of personal
stressor/risk management
plan

bDevelop a hypothesis from
observed data about a personal
stressor/risk management plan

'Gather data that confirms or
negates a hypothesis

Describe both successful and
unsuccessful solution strategies

(Engage in cooperative problem
solving and compare alternative
solution strategies

'Use summative (final) data to
determine if the problem-solving
approach was successful, and if
not, how it would be modified

'Assess and modify, if necessary,
the effectiveness of personal
stressor/risk management plan

bDevelop a hypothesis from
observed data about a personal
stressor/nsk management plan

'Design means to test hypotheses

eEvaluate problem-solving strategies
in terms of tools, methodologies,
processes, operations

(Engage in cooperative problem
solving and compare alternative
solution strategies

'Analyze the formative and sum-
mative data to confirm or revise the
proposed solution
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'Assist others to develop 'Assist others to develop
stressor/risk management stressor/risk management skills
skills
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CONTENT GOAL 2.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate management of
stressor/risk-taking behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE S GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Use oral communication to
influence others and to
respond to persuasion (ELS 4.2)

Use resources beyond the
classroom (ELS 7.2)

Listen, read, view and evaluate
presentations of mass media
(ELS 4.4)

'Provide logical answers based
upon factual data in assisting
others in developing stressor/
risk management skills

'Use library classiLcation system
and services to locate specialized
resources required to complete
assignments

'Recognize persuasion tech-
niques found in audio and visual
communications

'Provide logical answers based upon
factual data in assisting others in
developing stressor/nsk manage-
ment skills

'Use library classification system and
services to locate specialized
resources required to complete
assignments

'Recognize elements and use of
propaganda techniques found in
visual communications

GExamine career opportunities
related to stressor/risk manage-
ment (e.g., counselor, social
worker, fitness specialist)

Recognize, construct and draw
inferences concerning rela-
tionships among things and
ideas (ELS 6.1)

"Express the relationships
among stressor/risk taking
management, nutrition,
behaviors and safe living

Identify those elements that
increase your ability to handle
stress (e.g. high level of fit-
ness, good nutrition, etc.)

"Express the relationships
among stressor/risk takidg
management, nutrition,
behaviors and safe living

'Identify those elements that
increase your ability to handle
stress (e.g. high level of fitness
good nutrition, etc.)

"Express the relationships
among stressor/risk manage-
ment, nutrition, behaviors
and safe living

'Identify those elements that
increase your ability to handle
stress (e.g. high level of fit-
ness, good nutrition, etc.)

"Evaluate the relationships among
stressor/risk taking manage-
ment, nutrition, behaviors and
safe living

'Evaluate those elements that
increase your ability to handle stress
(e.g. high level of fitness, good
nutrition, etc.)
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Physical Fitness

The concepts of this strand will assist students to acquire the knowledges and skills
necessary to develop appropriate physical fitness behaviors.
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CONTENT GOAL 3.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate physical fitness behaviors.

IT;OWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Student- will be able to:

3.1 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT
A SAFE PERSONAL PHYS-
ICAL FITNESS PLAN
ADAPTABLE TO LIFELONG
NEEDS

Use instructional materials as
basis for gaining knowledge
and improving comprehension
(ELS 2.2)

"Identify pulse rate and blood
pressure during activity and
rest

"Explain relationship between
heart, lungs and muscles dur-
ing exercise and rest

'Use table of contents and index
to locate general and specific
information

"Determine personal target
heart rate and identify ways
to improve cardiorespiratory
fitness

Use table of contents, index,
summaries, charts, graphs and
illustrations to locate informa-
tion needed

"Interpret relationship of per-
sonal target heart rate to total
fitness

Use table of contents, index, sum-
maries, charts, graphs and illustra-
tions to locate information needed

Recognize words commonly
used in grade-level materials in
the study of physical fitness
(ELS 1.1)

Determine meaning of
unknown words commonly
used in grade-level materials,
including subject areas (ELS
1.2)

"Identify and experience aero- °Experience and differentiate °Select appropriate safe levels 'Experience and examine a vari-
bic activity between aerobic and anaer- of aerobic and anaerobic ety of aerobic activities as they

obic activities activities relate to total fitness

bUse context clues in a paragraph bUse context clues in a passage to bUse context clues in a selection bUse context clues in a selection to
to infer correct word(s) infer correct word(s) to infer correct word(s) infer correct word(s)

Use , djacent words to infer Use context clues to infer mean- Use context clues, punctuation Use context clues, punctuation and
meanie g r i unknown words ing of unknown words and syntax to infer meaning of

unknown words and concepts
syntax to infer meaning of unknown
words and concepts

bUse knowledge of each part of a bUse knowledge of affixes and bUse knowledge of affixes and bUse knowledge of affixes and root
compound word to determine root words to determine word root words to determine word words to determine word meanings
meaning meanings meanings
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CONTENT GOAL 3.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate physical fitness behaviors
(continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Select appropriate form of writ-
ing based on audience and
purpose (pre-writing and plan-
ning) (ELS 5.3)

Make reasoned evaluations
(ELS 6.4)

cExperience and practice
activities that enhance flexi-
bility, muscular endurance
and strength

aWrite in a variety of forms such as
journals, logs, stories, letters,
poems and descriptions

(list some reasons why a person
would decide to engage in a par-
ticular activity

cExplain importance of flexi-
bility, muscular endurance
and strength and practice
appropriate activity (e.g.,
aerobic activity)

'Write in a variety of forms such as
personal essays, journals,
reports, stories, letters, poems
and descriptions

dState personal criteria for decid-
ing whether to engage in a par-
ticular activity

cDesign and practice a variety
of activities that enhance flex-
ibility, muscular endurance
and strength (e.g., aerobic
activity)

aWrite in a variety of forms such as
personal essays, journals,
reports, stories, letters, poems
and descriptions

dState societal criteria for decid-
ing whether to engage in a par-
ticular activity

cExperience and examine a vari-
ety of activities that build flexi-
bility, muscular endurance and
strength (e.g., aerobic activity)

'Write in a variety of forms such as
personal essays, journals, reports,
stories, letters and dialogues

dAssess the worth of a given course of
action or policy

Identify main ideas supporting
details, facts and opinions pre-
sented in written, oral and
visual formats (ELS 2.1)

Comprehend implied mean-
ings of written, oral and visual
communications (ELS 3.1)

°Define body composition

Locate facts in grade-level mate-
rials

°Explain the relationship of
activity to body composition

+Locate facts in grade-level selec-
tions

°Evaluate personal body com-
position

Distinguish facts from opinions

"Evaluate personal body com-
position

'Distinguish facts from opinions

dlnfer direct cause and effect rela- dRecognize direct and indirect dinfer direct and indirect cause and
tionships cause and effect relationships effect relationships

'Participate in a fitness test 'Perform a fitness test and plan 'Perform fitness tests, evaluate 'Demonstrate the skill and
(e.g., related to one's own ways to improve or maintain and compare results with pre- knowledge to assess his/her fit-
limitations) scores vious tests ness tests
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CONTENT GOAL 3.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate physical fitness behaviors
(continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE S GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Comprehend implied mean-
ings of written, oral and visual
communications (ELS 3.1)

'Predict simple, possible future
outcomes or actions

'Make inferences and draw con-
clusions based on perception of
implied meaning

'Predict probable future out-
comes or actions

'Make inferences and draw con-
clusions based on perception of
implied meaning

'Defend conclusions from informa-
tion given

'Make inferences and draw conclu-
sions based on perception of
implied meaning

'Recognize warning signals 'Explain significance of spe- 'Analyze safe practices for 'Evaluate safe practices for own
during activity cific warning signs "listen- own fitness program (e.g., fitness program (e.g., diets,

ing" to your body diets, steroids) steroids)

Make reasoned evaluations 'Identify simple fallacies
(ELS 6.4)

'Identify common fallacies 'Explain reasons why fallacies 'Evaluate the effect of fallacies on the
might be included in statements clarity of communications

GAdopt behaviors that pro-
mote total physical fitness
(e.g., caloric intake versus
calories burned)

Make reasoned evaluations 'List general criteria for assessing
(ELS 6.4) the worth of an activity

GAdopt behaviors that pro-
mote total physical fitness
(e.g., refrains from substance
use/abuse, dental care, rest,
personal hygiene caloric
intake versus calories burned)

'Identify personal criteria for
assessing the worth of an activity

GAdopt behaviors that pro-
mote total physical fitness
(e.g., refrains from substance
use/abuse, nutrition, caloric
intake versus calories burned)

'Identify societal criteria for
assessing the worth of an activity

GAdopt behaviors that promote
total physical fitness (e.g.,
refrains from substance use/
abuse, caloric intake versus cal
ries burned

'Use established criteria to assess the
quality of an activity
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CONTENT GOAL 3.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate physical fitness behaviors
(continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Select appropriate form of writ-
ing based on audience and
purpose (prewriting and plan-
ning) (ELS 5.3)

"Identify physical benefits of
total physical fitness (e.g.,
dental health, rest, sleep)

bWrite for audiences such as self,
parents, principal, peers, or pub-
lic

"Explain emotional benefits of
total physical fitness (e.g.,
stressor management, suicide
prevention, feeling good)

bUse writing appropriate to pur-
pose such as to inform, per-
suade, entertain and share
experiences

"Analyze emotional benefits of
total physical fitness (e.g.,
stressor management, suicide
prevention, feeling good)

bUse writing appropriate to pur-
pose such as to inform, per-
suade, entertain and share
experiences

"Analyze emotional benefits of
total physical fitness (e.g.,
stressor management, suicide
prevention, feeling good)

bUse language, information, style and
format appropriate to purpose and
selected audience

Formulate and support a posi-
tion using appropriate informa-
tion and sound argument (ELS
6.5)

Speak with standard pronun-
ciation, appropriate volume,
rate, gestures and inflections
(ELS 1.3)

logically defend their
attitt,des toward total phys-
ical fitness (e.g., peer pres-
sure, social influences)

bDefend a poritlon using inter-
view data as a basis

'Logically defend their
attitudes toward total phys-
ical fitness (e.g., peer pres-
sure, social influences)

bSupport another persor's posi-
tion on an issue

cControl volume and rate of oral cUse pitch, rate, tone and volume
presentation to enhance oral presentations

'Logically defend their attitudes
toward total physical fitness
(e.g., peer pressure, social influ-
ences)

bFormulate, support and defend a
position based upon data gathered
from objective and authoritative
sources

Make ora: presentations that use
verbal and nonverbal communica-
tion skills effectively

Generate and test interpreta-
tions, explanations, predictions
and hypotheses (ELS 6.2)

'Develop and implement a
safe personal fitness plan

bDevelop a hypothesis from
observed data

'Develop and implement a safe
personal fitness plan

bDevelop a hypothesis using data
from a variety of sources
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CONTENT GOAL 3.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate physical fitness behaviors
(continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

',Evaluate commercial fitness pro-
grams for safety practices

'Predict how one's personal fit-
ness plan will change through
the lifespan

Use oral communication to
influence others and to
respond to persuasion (ELS 4.2)

"'Assist others to achieve and
maintain personal physical fit-
ness

Use verbal persuasion techniques in
a class presentation

"'Examine career opportunities
related to physical fitness

°Express the relationships
among levels of fitness, nutri-
tion behaviors, safe living,
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

Practice appropriate and dldentify physical activities which
positive health behaviors to promote physical fitness
enhance learning (ELS 7.4)

°Express the relationships
among levels of fitness, nuti-
tion behaviors, safe living,
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

dExplain how physical fitness con-
tributes to optimum student per-
formance

°Express the relationships
among levels of fitness, nuti-
tion behaviors, safe living,
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

dEvaluate personal fitness habits
which affect physical and mental
performance

°Evaluate the relationships among
levels of fitness, nutrition behav-
iors, safe living, and risk taking
management

dImplement a personal fitness pro-
gram designed to enhance indi-
vidual physical and mental
performance
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Nutrition

The concepts of this strand will assist students to acquire the knowledges and skills
necessary to develop appropriate physical fitness behaviors.
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CONTENT GOAL 4.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate eating behaviors.

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Students will be able to:

4.1 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT
A NUTRITION PLAN BASED
UPON AN INDIVIDUAL'S
LIFELONG DIETARY NEEDS

Comprehend implied mean-
ings of written oral and visual
communications (ELS 3.1)

"Experience a wide variety of
healthful foods

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented about
foods and nutrition

"Experience a wide variety of
healthful foods

"Draw logical conclusions from
information presented

dlnfer direct cause and effect rela-
tionships in planning a diet

'Predict simple, possible future
outcomes or actions based on
diet and needs

"Prepare and experience a
wide variety of healthful
foods

bDraw logical conclusions from
information presented

dRecognize direct and indirect
cause and effect relationships in
planning a diet

'Predict probable future out-
comes or actions based on diet
and needs

"Prepare and experience a wide
variety of healthful foods

bSynthesize information and draw
conclusions

dlnfer direct and indirect cause and
effect relationships in planning a
diet

'Defend conclusions from informa-
tion given

'Identify personal food intake
and eating habits based on
dietary system (e.g., U.S.
Dietary Goals)

'Plan, implement and revise a
personal, healthful food pro-
gram based on a U.S. Dietary
Goals)

'Plan a variety of food pro- 'Evaluate alternative food Wags
grams based on different sit- and implement a healthful one
uations (e.g., age, level of (e.g., U.S. Dietary Goals)
activity, physical condition)

Recognize, construct and draw
inferences concerning rela-
tionships among things and
ideas (ELS 6.1)

49

cldentify eating habits which
promote or detract from
physical/emotional well-
being

aIdentify general characteristics of
objects which make them similar
or different from another

cAssess personal eating habits
and implement a program
which promotes physical/
emotional well-being (e.g.,
eating disorders)

Classify things according to spe-
cific characteristics

29

cExamine personal eating hab-
its and implement a program
which promotes physical/
emotional well-being (e.g.,
eating disorders)

aClassify things or ideas according
to patterns

cEvaluate and implement eating
habits which promote physical/
emotional well-being (e.g., eat-
ing disorders)

aDevelop and use a classification sys-
tem for organizing data
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CONTENT GOAL 4.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate eating behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

Generate and test interpreta-
flop% explar ations, predictions
and hyrothPses (ELS 6.2)

bldentify factors that may influ- bPredict what influence different bDevelop a hypothesis from bDevelop a hypothesis using data
ence a choice of foods factors will have on a choice of observed data concerning a food from a variety of sources

foods choice

Make reasoned evaluations
(ELS 6.4)

°Identify nutritional needs for
a child's growth and develop-
ment

duist some reasons why a person
would decide to eat a certain
food

°Prepare and implement food °Prepare and implement food °Analyze and plan healthful pro-
plan based on specific needs plan based on specific needs grams based on nutritional
of preadolescents of adolescents need' for varying stages of

growth and development (e.g.,
prenatal, infancy, adult, older
adult)

dState personal criteria for decid-
ing whether to to eat a certain
food

dState societal criteria for decid- dAssess the worm of eating a particu-
ing whether to eat 3 certain food lar food

Identify main ideas, supporting
details, facts and opinions pre-
sented in written, oral and
visual formats (ELS 2.1)

Use instructional materials as
basis for gaining knowledge
and improving comprehension
(ELS 2.2)

Use oral communication to
give or receive information and
directions (ELS 2.3)

'Identify processes of food 'Describe processes of food 'Describe processes of food (Evaluate and select processes
preparation and storage preparations and storage preparation and storage and storage which promote the
which prevents food deterio- which prevents food deterio- which promote the retention retention of nutrients
ration ration of nutrients

'Locate facts in grade-level mate-
rials

'Locate facts in grade-level selec-
tions

Distinguish facts from opinions Distmguish facts from opinions

Use table of contents to locate
general and specific formation

aUse table of contents and index
and specific information

aUse tabie of contents, index,
summaries, charts, graphs and
illustrations to locate informa-
tion needed

aUse table of contents, index, sum-
maries, charts, graphs and illustra-
tions to locate information needed

cAsk questions designed to clar-
ify, gain assistance, or locate

cAsk questions designed to clap
ify, gain assistance, or locate

cAsk questions designed to to
clarify, gain assistance, or locate

aAsk questions designed to clarify,
gain assistance, or locate informa-

information information information tion
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CONTENT GOAL 4.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate eating behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/&,ALS

Identify problems and
approach their solution in an
organized manner (ELS 6.3)

GRADE 3 GRADE 5

bldentify alternative solutions to
the storage of food to prevent
food deterioration

Determine the significance and
accuracy of information and
ideas presented in written, oral,
aural and visual communica-
tions (ELS 4.1)

Listen, read, view and evaluate
presentations of mass media
(ELS 4.4)

Make reasoned evaluations
(ELS 6.4)

bldentify problems, recognize
information necessary to solve
problems, and supply additional
information, if needed

GRADE 8 GRADE 11

bDefine a problem, cnoose infor- bDefine a problem, choose informa-
mation to solve the problem and tion to solve the problem and supply
supply additional information, if additional information, if needed
needed

'Identify and evaluate influ- 'Identify and evaluate influ- 'Identify and evaluate influ- 'Analyze influences on food
ences on food choices (e.g.,
media, family, economic fac-
tors)

ences on food choices (e.g.,
media, peers economic fac-
tors, family)

ences on food choices (e.g.,
media, family, peers, eco-
nomic factors)

choices (e.g., media, family
peers, economic factors, culture)

bldentify emotional appeals used bldentify propoganda and other bldentify progaganda and other per-
in communciation to influence persuasion techniques used to suasion h-rhtoques used to influ-
food choices influence food choices ence food choices

'Recognize use of mass media 'Recognize use of mass media 'Recognize elements and identif., 'Evaluate roles of mass media in soci-
techniques to influence food techniques to influence food influences of mass media onon ety on food choices
choices choices food choices

bldentify appropriate types of bExplain why certain types of bAnalyze statements in mass bAssess the appropriateness of oral
information that should be information and style of commu- media in terms of appropri- and written communication in view
included ir. simple forms of com-
munications

nication are ineffective ateness and effectiveness of the intended audience and pur-
pose of the communication

Use resources beyond the
classroom (ELS 7.2)
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GIdentify reliable sources of
nutrition information (e.g.,
dietician, product labels)

aLocat( check out and return
books and other circulating
media materials

GIdentify and evaluate sources
of nutrition information (e.g.,
dietician vs. advertisement,
product labels)

'Locate, check out and return
books and other circulating
media materials

31

GUtilize a decision-making
process to determine reliable
sources of nutrition informa-
tion (e.g. dietician vs. adver-
tisement, product labels)

'Return books and other circulat-
ing media materials

'Evaluate sources of nutrition
information and make informed
choices (e.g., dietician vs. adver-
tisement, product labels)

'Return books and other circulating
media materials

CA
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CONTENT GOAL 4.0: Students live a lifestyle which reflects appropriate eating behaviors (continued).

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS GRADE 3 GRADE 5 GRADE 8 GRADE 11

bLocate and use non-circulating bLocate and use non-circulating bLocate and use non-circulating bLocate and use non-circulating ref-
reference materials reference materials reference materials erence materials

Use oral communication to
influence others and to
respond to persuasion (ELS 4.2)

"Assist others to develop
healthful eating habits
(friends, parents, siblings)

'Provide logical answers based
upon factual data

bUse multiple sources to verify
information

cExpress own feelings, knowledge
and beliefs

"Assist others to develop
healthful eating habits (friends,
parents, siblings)

'Provide logical answers based upon
factual data

bUse primary and secondary source
materials to verify information

cExpress own feelings, knowledge
and beliefs

'Examine career opportunities
related to nutrition

Practice appropriate positive
health behaviors to enhance
learning (ELS 7.4)

'Express the relationships
among nutrition behaviors,
levels of fitness, safe living
and stressor/risk taking man-
agement

'Identify foods which can
improve physical and mental
performance

'Express the relationships
among nutrition behaviors,
levels of fitness, safe living
and stressor/risk risk taking
management

'Explain how a balanced diet
based upon dietary goals for the
nation relate to physical and
mental performance

'Express the relationships
among nutrition behaviors
levels of fitness, safe living
and stressor/risk risk taking
management

'Evaluate components in personal
diet which affect physical and
mental performance

'Evaluate the relationships among
nutrition behaviors, levels of fit-
ness, safe living and stressor/risk
taking management

'Implement a personal dietary plan
which will enhance individual phys-
ical and mental performance
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Health Education
Common Curriculum Goals

YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANT! After you read and examine this publication, please forward your comments to the
publications staff of the Oregon Department of Education. If you would rather talk by telephone, call us at 378-8274. Or, for
your convenience, this response form is provided.

PLEASE RESPOND so that your views can be considered as we plan future publications. Simply cut out the form, fold and
mail it back to us. We want to hear from you!

Did you read this publication? Did you find the contents to be stated clearly and
accurately?

Completely
More than half Always yes
Less than half In general, yes
Just skimmed In general, no

Always no
Does this publication fulfill its purpose as stated in the Other
preface or introduction?

Were the contents presented in a convenient format?
Completely
Partly Very easy to use
Not at all Fairly easy

Fairly difficult
Did you find this publication useful in your work? Very difficult

Other
Often
Sometimes Did you find this publication to be free of discrimination or
Seldom biased content towards racial, ethnic, cultural, handicapped,
Never and religious groups, or in terms of sex stereotyping?

Which section is most valuable?

What type of work do you do?

Classroom teacher
Consultant to classroom teachers
School administrator
Other

Would you recommend this publication to a colleague?

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservations
No
Other

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservations
No

Other

What is your impression of the overall appearance of the
publication (graphic art, style, type, etc.)?

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

When this publication is revised, what changes would you like to see made?

Additional comments. (Attach a sheet if you wish.)
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